
  
  

Rejection of Tones in Ascension 

 

1.  Forgiveness – If one rejects the forgiveness tone entirely, one will 
fail to ascend to 2600 segments or beyond as forgiveness is the 
foundation of evolution to 3000 and beyond.  If one’s inner male tends 
to hold on to grudges and fail to forgive, one will tend to reject the 
deeper pink range of forgiveness.  If one’s inner female tends to forgive 
everyone blindly, but without processing the full range of lessons 
associated, one will tend to reject the lighter pink range of forgiveness. 

 

2.  Structure – If one rejects the structure symbol in full, one will fail 
to master the rotational energy flow associated with a magnetic triple 
lotus patterning and will fail to ascend to 3000 segments or beyond.  
If one’s inner male tends to hold on to the past and dislike change, 
then one rejects the deeper lavender range of the structure tone.  If 
one’s feminine tends to force change before it is time, then one rejects 
the lighter lavender side of the structure tone. 

  

3.  Power – If one rejects the power tone in full, one will fail to embody 
authentic power that is founded upon one’s truth in action.  If one’s 
inner male tends to dominate others, it is a sign that one rejects the 
deeper peach range of the power tone.  If one’s inner female tends to 
subordinate unto others, it is a sign of the rejection of the lighter peach 
range of the power tone. 

  

4.  Compassion – If one rejects the compassion tone in full, one will 
fail to learn the lessons of compassion in action.  If one’s inner male 
tends to reject or dislike others who are struggling in the dance of life, 
then it is a sign of the rejection of the deeper tones of turquoise 
associated with compassion.  If one’s inner female tends to over-
emphasize with others and feels all their emotions, it is a sign of the 
rejection of the lighter turquoise tones associated with compassion. 

  

5.  Breath of Life – If one rejects the breath of life tone in full, one 
will fail to learn to become the dreamer and the dream in ascension.  If 
one’s inner male tends to take the dreams of others to manifest their 
desired life experience, it is a sign that one rejects the deeper yellow 
color of the breath of life tone.  If one’s inner female tends to give her 
dreams away to others, it is a sign of the rejection of the lighter yellow 
color of the breath of life tone. 



 

  

6.  Non-Conditional Love -  If one rejects the non-conditional love 
tone in full, one will fail to learn boundaries in ascension.  If one’s inner 
male tends to reject others to create boundaries, it is a sign that one 
rejects the deeper silver color of the non-conditional love tone.  If one’s 
inner female tends to love everyone without boundaries, it is a sign that 
one rejects the lighter silver color of the non-conditional love tone. 

  

7.  Freedom – If one rejects the freedom tone entirely, one will fail to 
release enough attachment or make the appropriate life changes to 
ascend beyond a certain point.  If one’s inner male tends to be 
independent and non-committal in nature, then one will tend to reject 
the deeper color of the yellow associated with the freedom tone.  If one’s 
inner female tends to cling to others creating more attachment rather 
than releasing attachment in ascension, then one rejects the lighter 
yellow color associated with the freedom tone. 

  

8.  Divine Union – If one rejects the divine union tone entirely, one 
will fail to learn to commune with body, soul and earth.  If one’s inner 
male tends to dominate the dream for one’s life out of ego rather than 
allowing earth and soul to weave the dream in co-creation, it is a sign 
that one rejects the deeper lavender colors associated with the divine 
union tone.  If one’s inner female tends to sabotage the dream for one’
s life out of the negative ego rather than allowing earth and soul to co-
create a joyous life experience, it is a sign of the rejection of the lighter 
lavender colors associated with the divine union tone. 

  

9.  Unity – If one rejects the unity tone entirely, one will fail to learn to 
relate to others out of unity and equality in one’s ascension.  If one’s 
inner male tends to desire to rise into power within the group by taking 
the power of others rather than allowing each their own power in 
equality, it is a sign of the rejection of the deeper shades of pink of the 
unity tone.  If one’s inner female tends to desire to disappear or be 
invisible in group relations, giving her power away, it is a sign of the 
rejection of the lighter shades of pink associated with the unity tone. 

  

10.  Non-Conditional Governance – If one rejects the non-
conditional governance tone entirely, one will fail to learn to contribute 
one’s gifts and talents in group relations and in equality, or in other 
terms, lead in ways that one has wisdom to do so.  If one’s inner male 
desires to rise into the leadership role of the group out of the desire to be 
in power, it is a sign of a rejection of the deeper tones of gold associated 
with the non-conditional governance tone. If one’s inner female tends to 
subordinate to the one in power or the leader of the group, it is a sign of 
the rejection of the lighter shades of gold associated with the non-
conditional governance tone. 

  
 




